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Since IETF 93 (1)

• Version -06 produced and put into WGLC
  – Made consistent with data model and protocol documents
  – Terminology matches framework
  – DTLS mandatory to implement but no longer mandatory to use, ‘security’ mandatory to use, but no longer defined as SRTP.
  – Limited syntax of H264 encoding on sendonly m-lines removed as an open issue
Since IETF 93 (2)

• WGLC reviews closed 21\textsuperscript{st} Oct
  – Reviews received from Christian, Paul & Mark
  – No major issues identified
  – Most comments editorial in nature
  – However, some sections need additional information or consideration
  – Order of messages in example call flow needs revising
Next action

• Can anyone who is still in the process of/planning to do a review indicate now?
• Will produce revised version taking reviews into account
  – Unless anyone indicates an incoming review, will do so by the end of the month
• Should then be ready for next stage